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WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

FEBRUARY 2, 2015 
 
Present: Chairman Daniel Meehan, Scott Fatzinger, Phil DiCarlo, Mark Getsay, Brad 

Lamb 
Also Present: Planning Director Jim Bedell, Assistant Planning Director Will Krause, Law 

Director John Wheeler, Clerk of Commissions Nicolette Sackman 
 
Discussion of agenda items and fact finding was conducted at 7:00 p.m.  The regular meeting 
was called to order at 7:44 p.m. by Chairman Dan Meehan. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Mr. Fatzinger moved, seconded by Mr. Lamb to approve the minutes of the regular meeting of 
January 12, 2015. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo 
Abstain: Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 
COUNCIL REPORT  
Councilman Getsay reported on council items. 
 
SELECTED CORRESPONDENCE 
None 
 
OLD BUSINESS  

Crocker Park Phase III Landscape and Hardscape Plan, 
within Crocker Park, rep. Bialosky and Partners, Ward 5, 
tabled 1/12/15 

Mr. Brian Meng explained the proposal is for two items – one, site improvements for an at-grade 
temporary parking lot in the locations of the future FS building, and two, a revision to the 
previously approved retention wall at Vine Street.  He reviewed the proposal as presented at the last 
meeting.  Changes to the parking lot include the planting of four additional trees and reviewed 
renderings showing the proposal.  At Vine Street the previous 2’ to 3’ retention wall will be 
replaced with a 4’ wood fence that is horizontal in design, double lapped, with posts spaced at 8’ 
and there will be no light trespass through the fence. The previously proposed ornamental grasses 
along the south side of the garage have been replaced with Viburnum. Mr. Meng reviewed the 
planting plans noting additional plants and trees have been added.  A landscape bed with plants, 
trees and a 42’ long 6’ tall wall have been added at the terminus of American Avenue at Vine St.  
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Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo explaining the fence is made of 1” x 6” boards that are double 
lapped so they are actually 2” x 6” at a height of 4’.  The replacement of the ornamental grasses 
with the Viburnum will provide better screening as the Viburnum do not need to be cut back to the 
ground like ornamental grasses do. The additional landscape bed at American Ave. and Vine St. is a 
nice focal point.  Mr. Krause reviewed his tree preservation memo noting he did an on-site analysis 
and when the K Block plans come in it is anticipated that a final tree preservation plan will be 
submitted. 
 
The following residents were present: Mr. Angelo Mango, 2367 Georgia Dr.; Mr. Robert Boas, 
2341 Georgia Dr.; and Mr. Jeff Wang, 2359 Georgia Dr.  Concerns and comments expressed were: 
this is a very big project that has impacted the residents of Savanah Estates; the buildings are very 
large and close; drop in property values; the desire for more screening; dissatisfaction that the 
masonry wall is being replaced with a fence; previously Vine St. was 3’ below grade; concerns the 
proposed fence will not be maintained; could a 6’ tall fence be installed rather than a 4’ tall fence; a 
masonry wall costs more than a fence so they should be able to make the fence taller; safety 
concerns; and lack of screening as the construction is very visible. 
 
Discussion ensued.  Mr. Bialosky was not in favor of a 6’ tall fence and noted that the 4’ proposed 
fence is taller than the previous 2’ to 3’ retaining wall.  The retaining wall would not have been very 
visible to the residents of Savanah Estates as it was a retaining wall that would hold earth so only a 
small portion would be visible above the grade.  The proposed fence will offer more screening as it 
will be 4’ tall above grade and offer 4’ of screening.  He explained this is part of the public 
infrastructure funds and they are being cautious with the money spent as it will need council 
approval. Further he explained that Vine St. will be more of a service drive and not heavily used by 
vehicles.  He did offer to make the fence 5’ tall but felt 6’ was not a good idea as there are other 
safety concerns. It was noted that the original approved retaining wall was only going to be 2’ to 3’ 
tall so what is being proposed is taller.  Discussion ensued if the fence could be 6’ tall or 5’ with 
final determination that a 5’ tall fence be approved.  
 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. The proposal amends the Phase III Landscape and Hardscape plans regarding 

replacing the masonry retaining wall with a wood fence and adding a temporary 
parking lot. 

2. While the Sea Green Junipers provide a degree of screening for the temporary 
parking lot, the south façade of the F Garage is likely to remain visible from Crocker 
Road and American Avenue until the “FS” Building is constructed.  Views to it 
will improve over time as the trees along Crocker Road and American Avenue 
mature.  

3. Condition #22 of the approved revised Preliminary Development plan requires 
that “…the roads and drives immediately adjacent to off-site residential uses be 
screened to reduce visibility, noise and light intrusion with “superior buffering 
and landscaping”, mounding, walls, fences or other methods within the buffer 
area.”   

4. The approved masonry wall was to be a retaining wall cut into the grade along 
Vine Street.  It blocked headlights from the road and parking garages but did not 
block views to the parking garages from the adjacent residential area.  The 
proposed fence will do both.   




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 1/30/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Landscape and Hardscape Plan 
Minor revisions to the approved plan. 


Development Name Crocker Park Phase III 
Address F, G and H Blocks 


Meeting Date  2/2/15   
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD, under 


development 
Applicant 
 


 Bialosky and Partners Architects Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


12/10/14;  1/28/15; 1/30/15 – see 
page 2 of this report 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to revise the Landscape and 
Hardscape Plan for Phase III that was approved 8/27/12.  The 
applicant has proposed the following changes: 
 


1. Eliminate the masonry screening retaining wall next to 
Vine Street (identified as block core with brick veneer 
2-3’ in height in 2012).  The applicant has stated that 
due to changes in the final grade of this area, this wall 
is no longer required to retain the slope and can be 
replaced with a wood fence. 
 
In addition to holding back the slope, the wall would 
have also screened headlights from the street and first 
floor of the parking garages to neighboring residential 
properties.  Instead, the applicant has proposed a 4’ tall 
2” x 6” board screening fence to be located 3’ from the 
Vine Street curb in treated poplar - natural finish 
(weather to grey).  A similar treatment is found behind 
the Dick’s Sporting Goods store at the loading dock.  
However, the proposed design does not include brick 
piers.  The architect stated that they are looking for a more 
contemporary look to this fence due to its proximity to the 
H Garage and did not include the piers for that reason.  
Also, the proposed fence is double-sided with overlapping 
joints that will add to its stability and block light trespass 
onto adjacent properties from headlights.   
 
Staff discussed with the applicant, the view to the west on 
American Avenue that will terminate at this fence and 
woods behind.  He asked that they explore enhancing this 
view with embellishments to the fence at this location 
(artwork, brick wall, landscaping, etc.).    
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On 1/30/15, the applicant addressed this concern by emailing staff a “partial landscape plan” (see 
below).  The revised design addresses the view by “interrupting the Vine Street 4’-0” high wood 
screen wall with a 30’ long 6’-0” high masonry wall with Boston Ivy 8’-0” from the curb to 
create a visual terminus from American Boulevard.  The space between the masonry wall and 
Vine Street would contain 5 multi stemmed flowering trees, either Sweet Bay Magnolias or 
birches (note birches may be multi-stemmed but are not known for their flowers).  The ground 
cover would be Gro-low Sumac.  Additionally, the plan illustrates using Chicago Lustre 
Viburnum in lieu of the Heavy Metal Switch Grass between the G and H garages and Vine 
Street.”  Viburnums are a superior plant to the Heavy Metal Switch Grass, as it will not be cut 
back to the ground and will grow to 8’ – 10’ in height, providing an excellent screening hedge.   
 
This is an effective solution, with one exception.  The wall is slightly wider than the roadway 
that is 24’.  However, the distance between the garages is 46’ and the wall should be at least the 
same dimension in order to effectively terminate this view in between the buildings.   
 
A condition of approval is recommended that an updated landscape plan be provided for 
administrative approval. 
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Condition #22 of the approved revised Preliminary Development plan requires that “…the roads 
and drives immediately adjacent to off-site residential uses be screened to reduce visibility, noise 
and light intrusion with “superior buffering and landscaping”, mounding, walls, fences or other 
methods within the buffer area.”  The proposed fence provides buffering; however superior 
buffering would be provided by a wall being of masonry construction.  The approved wall is 2-3’ 
in height and may not have created a noticeable decrease in sound.  Since it was a retaining wall, 
it would have not blocked views from the residences to the parking garage.  Another option for 
superior buffering and screening is to provide landscaping adjacent to the proposed fence to 
increase opacity and reduce sound to neighboring residential properties, such as planting beds 
with evergreens.  The proposed planting plan accomplishes this by adding understory vegetation 
in areas adjacent to the fence that are most likely to be influenced by automobiles.  Note, that the 
ornamental grasses shown next to the garage below will be changed to Chicago Lustre 
Viburnum. 


 


 
 


2.  A temporary parking lot for 59 vehicles is shown south of the F Garage in the location of a 
future “FS” building. 


a. The future building will line the F Garage and screen views to the south façade from 
American Avenue, Crocker Road, and the American Greetings Building.   
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b. When the Planning Commission approved the F Garage on 10/7/13, a row of trees was 
required along the edge of the garage (condition #4. Vegetative screening, as indicated 
for the east façade, shall also be provided along the south façade of the F Garage and 
shall remain in place until the “FS” building is constructed).  This was meant to screen 
the view to this side of the parking garage until the” FS” building is constructed. 


c. These trees were eliminated from the plan for the temporary parking lot, as leaving them 
in place shifts the temporary parking lot to the south, placing it closer to American 
Avenue.  This shifting also eliminates the screening shown on the plans (103 Sea Green 
Junipers) between the parking lot and sidewalk and at least 6 parking spaces.   


d. There are 8 American Hop Hornbeam trees shown in the tree lawn to the south of the 
proposed parking lot that match the other street trees on American Avenue. There were 
previously two shade trees next to the sidewalk ramp that were eliminated.  This still 
results in an increase of six trees over the approved plan for American Avenue.  


e. The parking lot will be lighted from adjacent street lights, including four that are 
indicated on the north side of American Avenue next to the proposed parking lot.  The 
street lights are the same as others in Crocker Park. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tree Preservation 
 
Staff requested that the applicant provide an updated tree preservation plan reflecting the as built conditions, 
proposed additional plantings and tree preserve area.  To this end, the applicant provided tree caliper study.  
Additionally, staff performed a field survey of existing trees.  Based upon staff’s field survey and the tree caliper 
study, the requirements for tree preservation will be met provided that the future phases are developed in 
accordance with the tree caliper study. 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Engineering 1) Complete construction plans showing site improvements for temporary parking lot will be 


required for construction review.  2) Final Engineering Department review is subject to the 
review of the completed drawings and details. 


Fire 1.  Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire department 
personnel. 2011 OFC Section 504.1 
2.  Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 20 
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feet and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches.  2011 OFC 503.2.1 
3.  The 25’/50’ turning radii shall be maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 2011 
OFC 503.2.4 
4.  Tree clearance shall be maintained at a minimum height of 13’ 6” for emergency vehicle 
access. 2011 OFC Section 503.2.1 
5.  The building and hydrant locations shall comply with Westlake Codified Ordinance 1371. 
“All buildings and structures shall be so located that all parts thereof are not more than 250 feet 
from at least two readily accessible public or private Fire Department hydrants. Such distance 
shall be measured along the centerline of the streets, roadways or driveways.”   
6.  Fire hydrants required on private property shall be installed and in working order before 
delivery of combustible construction materials.  WCO 1371.03 (h)   
7.  All fire hydrants, new or replacements shall have a 5” Integral Storz Pumper Connection on 
the fire hydrant pumper nozzle and 2½” Cleveland Standard thread on the remaining ports.  
Hydrants shall be Mueller, Kennedy, or the equivalent.  
8.  Fire department connections (FDC) shall have a 5” Integral Storz Pumper Connection, with 
a 30 degree angle. 
9.  A Knox Box (approved locking key box) is required to be installed on all new buildings in 
an approved location determined by the Fire Department 2011 OFC Section 506.1   Go to 
www.knoxbox.com to order (Minimum requirement: 3200 Series), or contact the Westlake Fire 
Department at 440-835-6422 for more information.  Call WFD at 440-835-6422 to determine 
the approved location.      With new buildings, the owners may want to consider incorporating 
the Recess Mount box, 3200 Series, that is flush with the face of the building instead of the 
Surface Mount box.      


Police No comment 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings of Fact 
 


1. The proposal amends the Phase III Landscape and Hardscape plans regarding replacing the masonry 
retaining wall with a wood fence and adding a temporary parking lot. 


2. While the Sea Green Junipers provide a degree of screening for the temporary parking lot, the south 
façade of the F Garage is likely to remain visible from Crocker Road and American Avenue until the 
“FS” Building is constructed.  Views to it will improve over time as the trees along Crocker Road and 
American Avenue mature.  


3. Condition #22 of the approved revised Preliminary Development plan requires that “…the roads and 
drives immediately adjacent to off-site residential uses be screened to reduce visibility, noise and light 
intrusion with “superior buffering and landscaping”, mounding, walls, fences or other methods within the 
buffer area.”   


4. The approved masonry wall was to be a retaining wall cut into the grade along Vine Street.  It blocked 
headlights from the road and parking garages but did not block views to the parking garages from the 
adjacent residential area.  The proposed fence will do both.   
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5. Superior buffering in accordance with the revised Preliminary Development Plan or, in lieu of a masonry 
wall, is provided by the additional landscaping adjacent to the wood fence that increases opacity and may 
offer a slight reduction to sound to neighboring residential properties, as well as the design of the fence 
that does not include gaps in the wood.  Also, the applicant is providing a 30’ long masonry wall at the 
terminus of American Avenue and Vine Street.  A wall that is not less than 46’ wide will provide a more 
complete terminus to this view and is recommended. 
 


Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the Planning Commission recommend approval of the Crocker Park Phase III Landscape 
and Hardscape Plan with the following conditions: 
 


1. Conditions in Part III of this report are addressed. 
2. An updated landscape plan that reflects the changes shown on page 2 of the staff report, including details 


of the proposed masonry wall and substitution of Heavy Metal Switch Grass to Chicago Lustre 
Viburnum shall be provided for administrative approval. 


3. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and Engineering Departments in 
compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, 
should there be any changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of 
the development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning 
Commission. 
 


 
 





nsackman
File Attachment
PC Report Crocker Park Phase III Landscape and Hardscape Plan.pdf
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5. Superior buffering in accordance with the revised Preliminary Development Plan or, 
in lieu of a masonry wall, is provided by the additional landscaping adjacent to the 
wood fence that increases opacity and may offer a slight reduction to sound to 
neighboring residential properties, as well as the design of the fence that does not 
include gaps in the wood.  Also, the applicant is providing a masonry wall at the 
terminus of American Avenue and Vine Street to provide a more complete terminus 
to this view as recommended. 

 
Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to recommend approval of the Crocker 
Park Phase III Landscape and Hardscape Plan with the following conditions: 

1. Conditions in Part III of the staff report are addressed. 
2. An updated landscape plan that reflects the changes shown on page 2 of the staff 

report, including details of the proposed masonry wall and substitution of Heavy 
Metal Switch Grass to Chicago Lustre Viburnum shall be provided for 
administrative approval. 

3. Condition to add four 4” caliper American Hop Hornbeams trees between the 
sidewalk and the temporary parking lot at American Avenue and Crocker Road. 

4. Condition that the spacing for the fence posts is 8’on center or less. 
5. Condition that the horizontal treated popular wood fence be 5’ in height and be 

well maintained and in good repair at all times, both the existing fence and the 
proposed fence. 

6. Condition that multi-stem River Birch be planted in the landscape bed in front of 
the masonry wall. 

7. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and 
Engineering Departments in compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City 
of Westlake; and, in the development process, should there be any changes 
necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of the 
development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted 
to the Planning Commission. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
NEW BUSINESS  

Westlake Plastic Surgery and Medical Spa Revised Sign 
Program & Sign Criteria Waiver, 226 Crocker Rd., PP# 
211-25-004, rep. R. Levitz, WARD 5 

Mr. Richard Levitz explained this is a revision to a previously approved plan.  The applicant would 
like to not install an approved flag and instead install a blade sign on the first floor near the building 
entrance so his clients can find his office. This would require a modification from the sign criteria.  
Mr. Krause reviewed is staff memo explaining this location makes sense but in the future it would 
not be desirable to see these types of signs for every tenant at every entrance and they should be 
reviewed on a case by case basis. 
 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. This tenant is a minor office tenant. 




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Sign Plan Approval 
Westlake Plastic Surgery and Medical Spa Revised Sign Program 
& Sign Criteria Waiver 


Development Name Westlake Plastic Surgery Sign 
Address 226 Crocker Rd. 


Meeting Date  2/2/15 PP# 211-25-004 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 Richard Levitz, agent, for  
Westlake Plastic Surgery 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


12/22/14 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a revised sign plan for an existing minor office tenant on the third floor 
of the BE (Whitlatch) building in Crocker Park. This tenant previously received approval for a semi-permanent 
banner, two small window signs, and corporate flag on the exterior of the building. They are proposing a new sign 
plan in which they would give up their entitlement for the 24 sq. ft. corporate flag that was to be mounted at the 
third floor level and replace it with a 3.96 sq. ft. projecting blade sign near their first floor street entrance. 
Approval of the blade sign will require a waiver from the sign criteria because only major office tenants (with 
more than 4,000 sq. ft. of office area) are permitted to have projecting blade signs. It will also require specific 
approval of the Planning Commission to place the blade sign on a wall that is not directly adjacent to the actual 
tenant’s occupied space. 
 
Sign Plan 
The calculation matrix is correct. The calculation matrices are based on Section 11.4 for a minor office tenant 
under 4,000 sq. ft. The criteria allows 93.75 sq. ft. of signage, they are currently requesting a total of 49.8 sq. ft. 
which is a reduction of 20.03 sq. ft. from the previously approved sign package.  
 
Note #7 on Section 11.4 requires secondary signage to be placed on the actual frontage of an individual tenant 
unless otherwise approved by Planning Commission. The criteria was amended and note #8 was added in 2013 
with this tenant in mind allowing secondary sign flags and banners to be placed on building facades other than the 
tenant frontage. The previous and current plans allow a banner and two tiny (.75 sq. ft.) window/door sign decals 
to be placed above and on the Crocker Park Blvd. first floor entrance. The current proposal if approved allows the 
blade sign to be placed next to the first floor alley entrance. The proposed signage is meant to function as a kind 
of way-finding sign getting clients into one of the two lobby doors that lead to the elevators and stairwells leading 
to the tenant space. 
 
Design Considerations for signage from Crocker Park Mixed Use Sign Criteria and Master Sign Plan 
The appropriate place for a projecting blade sign is in the vicinity of an entrance on the first floor of a building. 
They would look inappropriate if mounted on the upper floor of a building, whether for a minor or major office 
tenant. The proposed location of the sign fits with the architecture of the building and the type of sign proposed is 
needed for visibility from the alley entrance. In terms of setting precedent for additional waivers of this type, for 
the record, more than one projecting blade sign at an office building entrance would probably look cluttered.   
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Engineering No comment 
Fire  Recommends approval.  
Police  No comment 
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PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP adopted 8/27/12 & 
amended on 10/21/13. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact – Sign plan   
 


1. This tenant is a minor office tenant. 
2. The proposal complies with the sign criteria in terms of sign area and reduces the amount of sign area 


requested by 20.03 sq. ft. in comparison to the previously approved sign plan.  
3. Note #7 on Section 11.4 requires secondary signage to be placed on the actual frontage of an individual 


minor office tenant unless otherwise approved by Planning Commission. 
4. Section 11.5 allows projecting blade signs for major office tenants. 
5. The applicant is requesting to place a projecting blade sign in the vicinity of an alley entrance on the first 


floor of the building directly below their tenant windows. 
 


Recommendation – Sign plan 
 


1. Recommend approval of the Westlake Plastic Surgery and Medical Spa Revised Sign Program with a 
waiver from the sign criteria to allow one projecting blade sign for this minor office tenant and to place it 
on a wall which is not immediately adjacent to their tenant space.  





nsackman
File Attachment
Crocker Park Westlake Plastic Surgery Rev. sign plan.pdf
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2. The proposal complies with the sign criteria in terms of sign area and reduces the 
amount of sign area requested by 20.03 sq. ft. in comparison to the previously 
approved sign plan.  

3. Note #7 on Section 11.4 requires secondary signage to be placed on the actual 
frontage of an individual minor office tenant unless otherwise approved by 
Planning Commission. 

4. Section 11.5 allows projecting blade signs for major office tenants. 
5. The applicant is requesting to place a projecting blade sign in the vicinity of an alley 

entrance on the first floor of the building directly below their tenant windows. 
 

Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to approve the Westlake Plastic 
Surgery and Medical Spa Revised Sign Program with: 

1. A waiver from the sign criteria to allow one projecting blade sign for this minor 
office tenant and to place it on a wall which is not immediately adjacent to their 
tenant space. 

2. That these type of signs are looked at on a case by case basis. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
The Walking Company, Storefront and Sign Plan, 252 
Crocker Park Blvd., PP# 211-25-004, rep., R. Levitz, 
WARD 5 

Mr. Richard Levitz reviewed the sign plan and storefront explaining the design is a simple yet 
traditional and modern style.  As proposed it complies with the sign criteria and design guidelines.  
Mr. Krause reviewed his staff memo. 
 
Storefront 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. The proposal complies with the design guidelines. 

 
Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to recommend approval of the Walking 
Company storefront.  
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Sign Plan 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. The proposal complies with the sign criteria.  
2. The criteria states that raceways connecting letters are permitted with Planning 

Commission approval as long as they are skillfully designed. 
 

Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to recommend approval of the Walking 
Company sign plan with the condition that the letters are a matte finish.  
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Development Plan Approval 
Requests approval of a new storefront & sign plan for  
The Walking Company 


Development Name The Walking Company 
Address 252 Crocker Park Blvd. 


Meeting Date  2/2/15 PP# A1-1A/211-25-004 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 Richard Levitz, agent, for  
The Walking Company 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


1/6/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a new storefront and sign plan for a new tenant in the easterly tenant 
space formerly occupied by Aeropostale in the first floor of the mixed-use BW building in Crocker Park. This is 
the tenant space between Bath and Body Works and MAC Cosmetics.  Separate storefront and sign plans are 
required for each new tenant, unless they are just re-facing existing signs on the existing storefront or just making 
minor revisions that can be approved administratively.   
 
Storefront 
They are demolishing the existing storefront and replacing it with a new storefront similar in design to some of 
the other simpler, more stripped down tenant storefronts constructed primarily of anodized aluminum and glass. 
The addition of clerestory windows above a carefully fitted black canvas awning, and streamlined door pulls adds 
some detailing to a modern style monochromatic storefront. The location of the two ends of the storefront and the 
use of modern materials on them brings the materials of the wall above down to the ground. Because the 
storefront is less than 20’ wide it does give the impression of a “boutique” storefront even though the materials 
and design are simple and modern. The storefront is unusual in not having any tile or stone at the base of the wall 
where it meets the sidewalk. The notes on sheet #6 do describe this portion of the façade as “10” clear anodized 
aluminum base finish with extreme weather and salt resistant protective coating.” 
 
Design Considerations for storefront from the Crocker Park Mixed Use Design Guidelines  
Section 10.1  “Through the use of carefully selected materials, colors, graphics, effective lighting, sensitive 
detailing and fixtures, each shop should become a distinct and expressive participant in creating Crocker Park’s 
‘sense of place.’”…“national tenants cannot use these design liberties as an excuse to simply replicate their 
traditional or ‘mall prototype’ storefronts.”  
 
This storefront addresses these considerations to a degree. 
 
Sign Plan 
The calculation matrix is correct. The calculation matrices are based on Section 10.1 for a minor retail tenant 
under 20,000 sq. ft. There is only a 3.44 sq.ft. internally illuminated blade sign and a 15.42 sq. ft. fascia sign 
constructed of dimensional edge lit letters. Code permits up to 44.25 sq. ft. of sign area and only 18.86 sq. ft. is 
proposed No modifications are required for the proposed sign plan.  
 
Design Considerations for signage from Crocker Park Mixed Use Sign Criteria and Master Sign Plan 
Section 3.1  “Raceways connecting letter forms must be concealed within the storefront construction. However, a 
raceway may be allowed when it is skillfully designed to become an integral part of the sign design or architecture 
of the building or storefront as approved by the Planning Commission.” The rail which connects the letters 
appears to meet these requirements.  
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PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Engineering No comment 
Fire  Recommends approval. Needs Knox box and address letters. 
Police  No comment 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP adopted 8/27/12 & 
amended on 10/21/13. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact - Storefront 
 


1. The proposal complies with the design guidelines. 
 
Recommendation - Storefront 
 


1. Recommend approval of the The Walking Company storefront. 
 
Findings-of-fact – Sign plan   
 


1. The proposal complies with the sign criteria.  
2. The criteria states that raceways connecting letters are permitted with Planning Commission approval as 


long as they are skillfully designed.  
 


Recommendation – Sign plan 
 


1. Recommend approval of The Walking Company sign plan.  
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AT&T Equipment Cabinet Development Plan, 1800 
Crocker Rd. PP#211-19-013, rep. J. Janis, WARD 5 

Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to table the AT&T Equipment Cabinet 
Development Plan (applicant or agent not present at meeting) 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 

Ordinance 2015-3, Conditional Use Permit, 28045 Ranney 
Parkway, health education and body conditioning, WARD 
3 - ref. by council 1/6/15 

Mr. Jeff Makowski Jr., sworn in by Mr. Wheeler, explained he has a nutrition and fitness business 
that he would like to locate in the city.  He reviewed the functions of his business which revolve 
around nutrition and fitness coaching.  Most of the classes will be offered in the evening after 5:00 
pm when other tenants are not there and there may be some Saturday morning classes.  During the 
day, coaches will use the facility and it is anticipated they will use about three to eight parking 
spaces.  In the evening they will use fewer than 18 parking spaces. They outgrew their current space 
in Independence and wish to relocate to Westlake and have signed a three year lease.  Mr. Bedell 
reviewed his staff memo. 
 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. The applicant has outgrown their existing facility and requires space to provide 

personal coaching and a variety of fitness classes for their clients. 
2. A modification is required to reduce the total number of required parking spaces. 
3. The Performance Standards in 1220.06 are met. 
4. The standards for evaluating conditional use permits in 1227.03 are met with a 

condition regarding the maximum number of parking spaces that is available for this 
space. 

 
Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to recommend approval Ordinance 
2015-3 with the following conditions: 

1. A modification is granted to reduce the total number of required parking spaces by 
6. 

2. Not more than 18 parking spaces shall be utilized during regular business hours.    
3. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and 

Engineering Departments in compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City 
of Westlake; and, in the development process, should there be any changes 
necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of the 
development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted 
to the Planning Commission. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Westhampton revisions to Phase II A & B, within Crocker 
Park, PP#211-25-001, rep. B. Kuck, WARD 5 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


1/29/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Conditional Use Permit 
Fitness use for the Diamond Factory 


Development Name Ordinance 2015-3 
Address 28045 Ranney Parkway, Suite L 


and M 
Meeting Date  2/2/15 PP# 212-07-003 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Exclusive Industrial 


Vacant front office/warehouse 
space in an industrial building 


Applicant 
 


 Jeff Makowski, Jr.,  The Diamond 
Factory 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


N/A 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this project is to approve a fitness use (health education/body conditioning) in vacant front 
office/warehouse space in a multi-tenant industrial building.  They “help people with nutritional and healthy 
habits.”  They have outgrown their existing location in Independence, Ohio as they require more space for the 
fitness classes that they host. 
 
To this end they have a team of coaches who will operate out of the existing 2,000 s.f. office space.  They will 
provide assessments and coaching for their clients on an appointment basis.  They do not intend to sell products 
out of this facility. 
 
They will offer a variety of fitness classes for their clients and will utilize the 5,000 s.f. warehouse space for this 
purpose.  Classes may include yoga, fit camp, etc.  Each class will be scheduled and not a walk-in format. 
 
Assessments may be during the day or in the evening.  Fitness classes will be scheduled at 6:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. 
on weekdays and at 8:00 a.m. on Saturdays.  They estimate 10-20 people per class (including instructors) and 
their need for 5-10 parking spaces.   
 
PART III  GUIDE PLAN/ ZONING 
 
Guide Plan 
 
The Guide Plan Future Land Use Map identifies this property for industrial purposes.  Fitness uses are a permitted 
conditional use in the Exclusive Industrial District. 
 
Code Requirements 
 
Section 753.01 CLOSING HOURS does not apply. 
 
To establish a fitness use in an Exclusive Industrial District requires a CUP per 1218.03 
 
1220.05  PLANNING COMMISSION REVIEW AND MODIFICATION 


a) After submittal of complete plans and review by the Planning Department for compliance to the Zoning 
Code pursuant to Section 1220.04, the Chairman of the Planning Commission shall place the 
development plan application on the Planning Commission agenda as soon as practicable after the plans 
have been determined to be complete according to the requirements of Section 1220.03.  The Planning 
Commission shall review the plans taking into account the spirit and intent of the Zoning Code, the 
standards and requirements of the Zoning Code, the location of the proposal, the effect on the 
surrounding properties and the relationship of the proposal to the Guide Plan. 
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b) The Commission, in reviewing the proposed development plans for conformity to the provisions of the 
Zoning Code, may make adjustments to certain yards, area and other dimensioned requirements based on 
the performance standards of Section 1220.06.  If the applicant requests modifications or reductions to 
one standard, the Planning Commission may recommend and request modifications to increase other 
standards to offset the applicant’s request.  If modifications made by either the Planning Commission or 
applicant are subsequently approved by the Commission the modifications shall be made a part of the 
development plans and indicated on revised plans submitted by the applicant or such modifications shall 
be affixed to the development plans approved and signed by the applicant and chairman of the 
Commission.  The applicant and/or his assigns shall be bound by such modifications and conditions 
affixed and/or made a part of the approved development plan. 


 (Ord. 2009-130.  Passed 2-18-10.) 


 
A modification is required for 6 parking spaces (see below). 
 
1220.06  PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (applicable) 
Modifications to development plans in dimensioned and 
quantitative requirements for new development shall 
incorporate the following performance standards: 


Yes No Notes 


(d) Modifications may be considered due to unique 
conditions of the parcel, building, design, parcel size, 
parcel location, topography, adjacent uses of 
proposed use of the parcel. 


X  Parking for this tenant space was originally 
calculated based on office and warehouse, 
which requires 6 fewer parking spaces.   


(e) Modifications shall be designed to protect the 
desirable characteristics of both existing and planned 
development as adjacent properties. 


X  Adjacent tenant uses are likely to be during 
regular business hours and the proposed 


fitness use is after 5:00 p.m. and on Saturday. 
(f) Modifications shall promote the desirable and 


beneficial use of the land and promote the economic 
development of the City. 


X  Permits the use of a vacant tenant space. 


(Ord. 1988-64.  Passed 6-16-88.) 


 
1227.03  STANDARDS FOR EVALUATING CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS.   
 An application for a conditional use permit shall not be approved unless the following conditions and 
standards are complied with as set forth for the following districts: 
 
 (b) Business and Industrial Districts (applicable) Yes No 


(3) The location, extent and intensity of the proposed use shall be such that its operation is not objectionable to 
nearby dwellings by reason of noise, smoke, dust, odors, fumes, vibrations or glare greater than is normal 
or as permitted by the performance standards of the district; 


X  


(4) The proposed use shall form a harmonious part of the business, research, service and industrial district, 
taking into account, among other considerations, convenience of access and relationship of one use to 
another; 


X  


(6) The hours of operation and concentration of vehicles in connection with proposed use shall not be more 
hazardous or dangerous than the normal traffic of the district. 


X  


 
(c) Safeguards and Conditions.  Safeguards and conditions may also be set forth in the permit in addition to the 
general standards set forth in subsection (a) and (b) herein.  It is recommended that the Planning Commission 
impose a condition that not more than 18 parking spaces be utilized by the proposed use (see below). 
 
1221.05 Parking 
 
Current office/warehouse use - 18 spaces (2,000 x .8/250 = 6.4 spaces – office; 5,000 x .8/350 = 11.4 spaces – 
warehouse).   
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Proposed fitness use - 24 spaces (2,000 x .8/250 = 6.4 spaces – office; 5,000 x .8/225 = 17.8 spaces – fitness).  
Therefore, a modification for is required for 6 parking spaces.  This should not be an issue for parking for the 
following reasons: 
 


 Classes will occur after regular business hours when less parking is needed for other tenants. 
 Based upon their experience at their existing facility, they do not belied that more than 10 parking spaces 


will be utilized at any given time. 
 
PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
 


1. The applicant has outgrown their existing facility and requires space to provide personal coaching and a 
variety of fitness classes for their clients. 


2. A modification is required to reduce the total number of required parking spaces. 
3. The Performance Standards in 1220.06 are met. 
4. The standards for evaluating conditional use permits in 1227.03 are met with a condition regarding the 


maximum number of parking spaces that is available for this space. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend approval of 
Ordinance 2015-3 with the following conditions: 
 


1. A modification is granted to reduce the total number of required parking spaces by 6. 
2. Not more than 18 parking spaces shall be utilized during regular business hours.    
3. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and Engineering Departments in 


compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, 
should there be any changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of 
the development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning 
Commission. 
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Mr. Brian Kuck explained that Mr. Peter Rubin was agreeable to the amendments suggested in the 
staff memo other than the faux chimney for unit 35.  He explained the chimneys are not functioning 
chimneys and they would like to do away with them as they can be a maintenance issue.  He 
reviewed the site for the revisions and noted that last year over 23 units were sold and they 
anticipate as many this year.  So far 85 of the units have been built. 
 
Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo and reviewed the site plans and revisions.  Revisions included 
removal of the faux chimneys; increase the number of units by two to 129; change the side elevation 
façade for the Wickford Ct. Soho Lofts; remove the iron railings on the front stoop entrances and 
replace them with wall features; increasing the depth of the Soho Lofts by 2’ by shortening the 
driveways from 23’ to 21’; revised the landscape plans; remove sidewalks and green space to add 
guest parking and concrete pads for trash receptacles.  
 
Discussion ensued if a dormer can be added to unit 35 to break up the roof line since the chimney is 
being removed.  Mr. Kuck advised that can be done and they will design something for 
administrative approval. The commission reviewed the changes to the sidewalks and landscape 
lawn.  Regarding the reduction of the driveways for the Soho Lofts from 23’ to 21’ it was discussed 
if there would be room to park in the driveway and walk around the front of the vehicle to access 
the unit without the vehicle sticking out into the street.  Mr. Kuck explained the face of the garage is 
setback 2’ to 3’ into the unit to accommodate vehicles and room to walk around them. He also noted 
that at-grade patios will be used rather than walk out basements. 
 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. The proposal amends the approved Landscape and Development Plan for Phase II 

A & B of Westhampton. 
2. The faux masonry chimneys were constructed on the existing Manor Home 

buildings and break up the expansive roof and add to the high-end, custom look of 
the buildings.   

3. The use of masonry walls to replace the iron rails is appropriate for the entrances 
and will eliminate an issue the applicant has had with salt related corrosion.   

4. No changes are proposed to the exterior materials that were previously approved, 
except where noted. 

5. While some caliper inches are less than 3”, the average total is greater than 3”. 
6. The reduction of the size of the lawn areas is necessary to provide additional guest 

parking.  Sidewalks and landscaping have been provided there to create a park-like 
design.  A bump-out at the northern parking area would be beneficial to the 
development as outlined in the staff report. 

 
Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to recommend approval of the 
Westhampton revisions to Phase II A & B with the following conditions: 

1. Add a dormer for unit 35 with the exact location and design to be administratively 
approved.  

2. A faux masonry chimney will be removed from unit 35 and 39. 
3. The concrete pads will only be used by residents on trash pick-up days. 
4. The average total caliper inches for trees are not less than 3”.  
5. Sidewalks adjacent to parking spaces are to maintain a minimum 5’ in width and 

shall be adjusted to allow for the overhang of vehicles. 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 1/29/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Revision to Phase II A & B Landscape and Development Plan 
Minor revisions to the approved plan. 


Development Name Westhampton 
Address See application 


Meeting Date  2/2/15 PP# 211-25-001 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD, under 


development 
Applicant 
 


 Brian Kuck, Bialosky and Partners 
Architects 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


1/7/15 
 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to revise the Landscape and Development Plan for Phase II A & B of 
Westhampton that was approved on 5/7/07 and 10/15/07 (minor revisions to the unit types).   It also 
revises the Preliminary Development 
Plan for Crocker Park.  This is the first 
landscape plan for this phase, as only a 
site plan was approved previously.   
 
The applicant has proposed the 
following changes: 
 


1. Units 35 and 39 – remove the 
faux masonry chimneys 
(chimneys) facing the landscaped 
lawns from two “manor home” 
units (maintenance issues).  The 
chimneys are an important detail 
that was included in the existing 
Manor Home buildings.  They 
break up the expansive roof and 
add to the high-end, custom look 
of the buildings.  If the chimney 
is removed from the side, 
retaining one on the front will 
still break up the expansive roof 
and will also balance the 
eyebrow dormer.   
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2. Preliminary Development Plan – increase number of units by 2 to 129.  One of the additional 
units was created in Phase I when two townhouses were substituted for a manor home at 128 and 
132 Vine Street (approved administratively in 2010 but not reflected on any updated PDPs).  The 
other unit is a new one that has been added (Unit #31)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3. Wickford Court Soho Lofts - side elevation.  Elevation includes 
a cornice and parapet wall that is not angled to reflect the roof 
pitch of the end unit that is being developed.  A utility building is 
added to this façade that faces Hereford Ct. (the lane for the 
garages.  It is mainly visible from Hereford Ct. (garage access 
lane) and it will obscure the relatively blank foundation wall.  
Staff has no issues with these changes 
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4. Front stoop entrances at Manor and Townhome Elevations 
– the plans replace the iron railings with “embellished” 
masonry walls.  Grading has been changed so only two 
steps are needed and railings are not required.  When staff 
met with the applicant, it was strongly suggested that they 
still provide railings or some other architectural detailing 
at entrances that we believed looked too plain without the 
rails.  They expressed that they do not want metal rails for 
maintenance purposes (salt corrosion) but would explore 
the use of masonry walls instead to embellish the 
entrances. The additional brick at the sides of the steps are 
a good compromise. They continue to present a stately 
entrance and may also provide a location for planters and 
flower pots for the residents.  Staff has no issues with 
these changes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


5. Soho Loft Homes adjacent to Dick’s Sporting Goods – units are 2’ deeper.  This was done by 
shortening the driveways by 2’ to 21’.  A typical 90 degree parking space in a parking lot 
requires 20’.  Staff has no issues with these changes. 
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6. No changes are proposed to the exterior materials that were previously approved, except where 


noted on the plans (see #3 above). 
7. Landscape plan – Westhampton Design Guidelines requires 3” min. caliper inches.  They will 


provide 40 Western Red Cedar at 5” caliper, and the following at 2” caliper: 15 redbud, 12 
Snowdrift crabapple, 15 clump serviceberry.  In spite of the reduction in caliper inches, they are 
still over the total caliper required by 30” (10%) and have an average caliper of 3.3”, which 
meets the spirit of the ordinance.  Staff has no issues with this landscape plan. 


 


Number  Type 
Caliper 
Required 


Caliper 
Provided


Total 
Caliper 
Required


Total 
Caliper 
Provided  Diff. 


40 
Western Red 
Cedar  3 5 120 200  80


16  White Spruce  3 2.5 48 40  ‐8


15  Redbud  3 2 45 30  ‐15


12 
Snowdrift 
crabapple  3 2 36 24  ‐12


15  Serviceberry  3 2 45 30  ‐15


         Total  294 324  30


 
8. Removal of sidewalks and green space to add guest parking and concrete pads added for trash 


receptacles (to be used on trash pick-up day only).  Staff has no issues, provided they are only 
used on trash pick-up day as has been represented by the applicant. 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Location of concrete pads for trash receptacles  
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Approved plan with 4 parallel parking spaces at the south lawn area and 7 parking spaces at the 
northern lawn area.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Proposed plan with 9 parking spaces at the south lawn area and 19 parking spaces at the north 
lawn area.  The walkways in the lawn areas have been simplified and provide more contiguous 
green space.   
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Staff discussed with the applicant, providing a bump-out for the 19 spaces at the north parking area as 
was done in the approved plan.   This provides an edge to the drive lane, maintains the appearance of 
this area as a street and not as a parking lot, provides a location for the storage of snow that is plowed 
from the parking spaces, and provides a safer midblock crossing.  This eliminates 3 proposed parking 
spaces.  However, the approved plan only has 7 spaces and even with the bump-out there are 16 spaces 
provided for an increase in 9 spaces.  It was also recommended that both parking areas be signed for 
guest parking and not long term parking.   
 
The sidewalks adjacent to curbs are 5’-10” including 
the top of curb, a soldier course of brick and a 4’-8” 
concrete walk.  Due to the overhang of parked vehicles 
at the proposed parking areas, this needs to be increased 
to a total of 7’ (see above drawing for locations where 
this is necessary).   


 
 
This can be accomplished by widening the concrete 
walk in those areas by 14” from 3-8” to 4’-10”. 
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The landscaping plan is consistent with the other landscaping in this development.  Guests of Units 112-115 may 
park along Ashbourne Drive and use the sidewalk that runs between the units and parking area (see arrow above).  
Guests of Units 108-111 may also park along Ashbourne Drive.  Since there is not a sidewalk between this 
parking area and the units, guests of the center units (109 and 110) may be inclined to cut across the lawn instead 
of using the sidewalk that runs along the edge of the parking area and connects to a walk in front of the units.  An 
additional walk between the parking area and the units, similar to south lawn area would improve pedestrian 
circulation but it would also divide the large lawn area in half and reduce the park-like effect that it creates.  
Therefore, one is not recommended at this time.  If this becomes an issue with guests, a sidewalk could be added 
in the future without impacting the proposed landscaping.   
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Fire 1.  Proposed landscaping and parking area will not affect the 25’/50’ turning radii that shall be 


maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 2011 OFC 503.2.4 
2.  Proposed landscaping and parking area will not obstruct or interfere with the existing fire 
hydrants. 
3.  Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire department 
personnel. 2011 OFC Section 504.14.    


Forester Approve as submitted. 
Police No comment 
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PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings of Fact 
 


1. The proposal amends the approved Landscape and Development Plan for Phase II A & B of 
Westhampton. 


2. The faux masonry chimneys were constructed on the existing Manor Home buildings and break up the 
expansive roof and add to the high-end, custom look of the buildings.   


3. The use of masonry walls to replace the iron rails is appropriate for the entrances and will eliminate an 
issue the applicant has had with salt related corrosion.   


4. No changes are proposed to the exterior materials that were previously approved, except where noted. 
5. While some caliper inches are less than 3”, the average total is greater than 3”. 
6. The reduction of the size of the lawn areas is necessary to provide additional guest parking.  Sidewalks 


and landscaping have been provided there to create a park-like design.  A bump-out at the northern 
parking area would be beneficial to the development as outlined in the staff report. 


 
Recommendation 
 
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend approval of the Westhampton revisions to Phase II 
A & B with the following conditions: 
 


1. A faux masonry chimney will remain for unit 35.  
2. A faux masonry chimney will be removed from unit 39. 
3. The concrete pads will only be used by residents on trash pick-up days. 
4. The average total caliper inches for trees are not less than 3”.  
5. Sidewalks adjacent to parking spaces are to maintain a minimum 5’ in width and shall be adjusted if 


needed to allow for the overhang of vehicles. 
6. A bump-out shall be provided to divide the northernmost parking area into two parts. 
7. Signage shall be provided to indicate that the parking areas are for guest parking and not for a long-term 


basis. 
8. Conditions in Part III of this report are addressed. 
9. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and Engineering Departments in 


compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, 
should there be any changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of 
the development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning 
Commission. 
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6. A bump-out shall be provided to divide the northernmost parking area into two 
parts. 

7. Signage shall be provided to indicate that the parking areas are for guest parking 
and not for a long-term basis. 

8. Condition that at-grade patios are to be done in lieu of walk out basements. 
9. Conditions in Part III of the staff report are addressed. 
10. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and 

Engineering Departments in compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City 
of Westlake; and, in the development process, should there be any changes 
necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of the 
development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted 
to the Planning Commission. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Crocker Park KSE-II revisions to approved development 
plans for phasing, Union St., rep. B. Meng, WARD 5 

Mr. Meng explained previously the KSE II building was approved with three tenants and 1,890 sq. 
ft. of retail flex space.  The proposal is to allow the construction of the tenant space that is at the 
northeast corner of the building (other two spaces are Yard House and Texas de Brazil)  to be done 
as a future phase of construction in the future once a tenant has been signed so they can better 
determine the interior layout. There will be a temporary EFIS façade that will be scored and colored 
along the vacant walls to make it aesthetically pleasing. The area of the vacant tenant space will be 
either lawn area or there will be a fence with a graphic on it to help create the presence of the 
pedestrian alley.   
 
Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo noting there will be a building pad in the location of the future 
tenant space which will be seeded on a temporary basis until the space is constructed. The scored 
and colored EFIS walls are an improvement over what was previously submitted (plans received at 
the meeting showing revisions).   Mr. Bedell liked the idea of a temporary patio or lawn in this area 
until it is developed.  He noted if a fence with a graphic were to be installed that it would need to be 
approved by the planning commission as the graphic could be art or signage pending what is 
proposed.  Chairman Meehan noted that the large format advertising sign criteria for this area needs 
to be updated with the current configuration of approved building footprints for review and 
approval by the planning commission. 
 

The planning commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. The approval permits the KSE-II building to be constructed in two phases. 
2. The first phase includes the Yard House and Texas de Brazil to be constructed in 

accordance with the approved design with EIFS cladding material at the temporary 
exterior walls that will abut the future retail/restaurant space. 

3. The second phase of construction includes the future retail/restaurant space that will 
be submitted for approval at a future meeting. 

4. Planning Commission approval is required, if scrim is used to temporarily outline 
the building pad, create an edge to the pedestrian alley and screen views to the 
EIFS. 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 1/28/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Development Plan Approval 
Requests approval to Phase the construction of the KSE-II 
Building. 


Development Name Crocker Park Bld. KSE-II 
Address K Block 


Meeting Date  2/2/15 PP# 211-25-005 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD/K Block is under 


construction 
Applicant 
 


 Bialosky and Partners Architects Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


1/22/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve two phases of construction for the KSE-II building.  The approved 
drawing includes a 5,460 s.f. tenant space at the northeast corner of the building.  When the building was 
approved in 2014, the developer had expected to construct this space at the same time as the Yard House and 
Texas de Brazil.   
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Plans were prepared showing that it would be of face brick with precast stone coping and base material and 
painted plywood for the areas on the plans identified as “future tenant storefront, n.i.c.”  Material sample boards 
were provided at the meeting.  This temporary storefront treatment was approved for this building, just as had 
been approved for other Crocker Park buildings that were constructed prior to tenant spaces being leased.  At the 
time it was expected that a storefront plan that may alter this design and materials would be brought forward when 
a tenant was secured for this space.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They have since decided to not construct this portion of the KSE-II building until it is leased, to “avoid 
constructing a façade and structural system which would then need to be demolished” in accordance with the 
design preferences of the tenant.  This results in two temporary exterior walls clad in EFIS (see below).  A similar 
treatment of a temporary exterior wall was at Trader Joe’s where it abuts the GEW building (under construction).  
The main difference being that these walls will be more visible from Crocker Road than at Trader Joes, where the 
temporary wall was located in a shipping area.  They have also suggested that should this building not be 
developed prior to the construction of the pedestrian alley, a scrim wall with a graphic will be installed around the 
perimeter of the building pad to provide the illusion of an edge wall.  This will also block views to the EIFS.  The 
applicant is aware that the scrim will also require Planning Commission approval should they pursue it.  The 
building pad will be seeded and maintained as lawn, with no outdoor storage.  A sample of the EIFS was provided 
and it matches the EIFS used at Trader Joes. 
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PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Recommends approval.  
Police  No comment.  
 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP adopted 8/27/12 & 
amended on 10/21/13. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
 


1. The approval permits the KSE-II building to be constructed in two phases. 
2. The first phase includes the Yard House and Texas de Brazil to be constructed in accordance with the 


approved design with EIFS cladding material at the temporary exterior walls that will abut the future 
retail/restaurant space. 


Location of temporary exterior EIFS 
Walls 
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3. The second phase of construction includes the future retail/restaurant space that will be submitted for 
approval at a future meeting. 


4. Planning Commission approval is required, if scrim is used to temporarily to outline the building pad, 
create an edge to the pedestrian alley and screen views to the EIFS. 


5. Treatment of the building pad is unknown but ideally should be seeded and maintained as lawn until the 
future retail/restaurant is developed and not used for outdoor storage. 


 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the Planning Commission recommend approval of the phasing for the KSE-II building as 
presented. 





nsackman
File Attachment
Crocker Park Bld KSE-II Revised Development Plan for Phasing Report.pdf
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5. Treatment of the building pad is unknown but ideally should be seeded and
maintained as lawn until the future retail/restaurant is developed and not used for
outdoor storage.

6. Large format advertising (LFA) sign criteria for this area needs to be updated to
better reflect the current configuration of approved building footprints and to include
additional architectural screening of the back of LFAs where they are visible from
adjacent roads.  This will be submitted at a future meeting.

Motion: Mr. Fatzinger moved and Mr. Lamb second to recommend approval of the phasing 
for the KSE-II building as presented with the scoring with the condition: 

1. That any graphics are to be approved at a future meeting.
2. That the large format advertising sign criteria for this area be updated with the

current configuration of approved building footprints for review and approval by the
planning commission.

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Fatzinger, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo; Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Draft code amendment suggestions to various sections of 
the Westlake Zoning Code 

This was not discussed 

ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 9:24 p.m. The next regular meeting is scheduled for Monday, February 2, 
2015 in the Westlake City Hall Council Chambers. 

_______________________________  ____________________________________ 
Chairman Dan Meehan Nicolette Sackman, MMC 

Clerk of Commissions 

Approved: March 2, 2015

Nicolette Sackman, MMC


